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Our aim is to ensure uptime and increase efficiency for all cooling systems for all our customers, with and without a 
maintenance contract. An F-Gas qualification is required to work on refrigeration systems, so if your current engineers are 
not equipped with this, it is important to reach out to us. We also are experts in the cooling sector of ambient 
cooling equipment as well as process water circuits, therefore if your issue is not in the 
refrigeration system, we can still support you. 

We would always advise that your equipment is covered with a unique 
maintenance service with us, where we will consider how to reduce 
failure rate and increase lifecycle. If your equipment has failed or 
requires a service, and you do not have a maintenance contract we 
will provide our services as normal. We can offer any customer; 
stock spares, remote monitoring, energy saving, equipment hire, 
24/7 telephone support, service engineer call out.

We understand that it is important to have the experienced service 
engineers, who are focussed on first visit fix, but who also have the 
latest digitisation systems to resolve breakdowns in the shortest time possible reducing downtime and ensuring there is 
no delay from the report coming into fault finding and signing off the action required to fix.
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GET IN TOUCH TODAY 
We have 30+ years experience controlling temperature 

for the world's most demanding industries.

Expert technical advice and assistance

Chiller and Cooler Repair Service
[ Rapid Call Out
[ Routine Preventative Maintenance Plans
[ Installation and Commissioning
[ Operator Training
[ All makes and models
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We can offer expert technical advice and assistance in the 
event of a breakdown. Highly qualified engineers operate 
throughout the UK ensuring an efficient and effective repair 
and after sales service.

Maintenance and Spares
We can provide Maintenance Contracts tailored to the 
specific needs of individual customers. Good preventative 
maintenance will reduce running costs and the likelihood 
of breakdown. We also provide spare parts for most makes 
of equipment.

The product range comprises of:
 [ Air Cooled Chillers
[ Air Blast Coolers
[ Free Coolers
[ Adiabatic Coolers
[ Cooling Towers
[ Temperature Control Units
[ Pump Sets
[ Enclosure Cabinet Coolers


